
50%

21%

68%32%

More economically developed, rich countries 43%

Less economically developed, poor countries 7%

Rich and poor countries should both carry responsibility 43%

Don’t know/None, this is not the responsibility of countries 7%

31%
15%

Very worried Extremely worried

EXPECTATIONS ON GOVERNMENT ACTION

DO YOUNG PEOPLE MAKE THE LINK BETWEEN  
CLIMATE CHANGE AND MIGRATION?

CONTEXT
EU23

PAN-EUSURVEY
How worried are young people in 
EU23 about climate change?

Views on most serious problems facing the world

How do young people judge government 
inaction on climate change?

What are the most important reasons to 
migrate to EU23?
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Which countries should make most efforts 
to address climate change?

How much have young people heard about the term "climate migrants"?

A great  deal/
A fair amount

70% Bad for the economy 
in the long run

30% Good for the economy 
in the long run

Not very much/
Nothing at all

The pan-European “End Climate Change, Start Climate of Change” 
#ClimateOfChange campaign, funded by the European Commission,  
aims to engage young Europeans in understanding the complex  
relationships between climate change and migration. Feeding into 
the www.climateofchange.info campaign, a survey of young people
(15 to 35 years old) was conducted in 23 European countries.
Between 29 October and 19 November 2020, in total 22,377  
interviews were completed across the 23 countries.

Climate change and 
issues like drought, 

floods and fires

Environmental 
degradation

Spread of 
infectious diseases

War and 
armed violence

Pursuit of economic 
opportunities

Climate change causing  
extreme weather and  

environmental changes

Should climate migrants have the same legal protection 
as people fleeing war or persecution?

Climate migrants should have 
the same legal protection 

as people fleeing war 

or persecution

Agree
(strongly agree, agree, 

tend to agree)

Disagree
(tend to disagree, disagree, 

strongly disagree)

50% 49% 17%

46% 44% 36%

http://www.climateofchange.info/


You sort glass, cans, plastic, paper or other waste for recycling 

You try to save energy at home, 
for example by switching off lights or using less water

You opt for walking, cycling or using public transport 
instead of going by car or motorbike

50%

12%

13%

50%

13%

12%

48%

23%

15%

25% 25% 14%

Reading content created by others

Reposting/sharing content created by others

Creating your own content

I do not engage with this topic on social media networks

52% 49%
34% 32%

Business and industry National governments You personally The European Union

This publication was produced with the financial support of the European 
Union. Its contents are the sole responsibility of Ipsos anddo not  

necessarily reflect the views of the EuropeanUnion.

ECONOMIC MODEL AND SUSTAINABILITY

HOW TO REACH YOUNG PEOPLE?

Perceptions of the current economic model – % who agree with statements

Where do young people get their information on climate migration?

DO YOUNG PEOPLE TAKE ACTION?

Who has the responsibility to act 
against climate change?

Actions young people take in terms of lifestyle Are young people willing to engage?

Young people's social-media engagement
Climate migration

TV 29%

Social media networks such as Facebook, 
Twitter, YouTube, etc. 23%

Information websites 19%

The written press 19%

Discussions with friends, family, colleagues 14%

*top 3 (strongly agree, agree, tend to agree)

Encourage others 
to take action

Vote for politicians that 
give priority to addressing 

these issues

Attend a peaceful 
demonstration

*top 3 (always, very frequently, frequently)

33%

17%

7%

52%

Have done Might do Would never do Don’t know

Our consumption habits are not sustainable if we want 
to preserve the environment

77%

The economy in EU23 is rigged to advantage the 
rich and powerful

71%

Economic growth benefits everyone, including people 
in poor countries

41%

The government in EU23 should focus on helping the economy to 
recover first and foremost, even if that means taking some actions 
that will be bad for the environment

38%

Radio 12%

School/university/college 11%

Video hosting websites 9%

Books, leaflets, etc. 7%

You don’t get any information on this subject 23%

79%

78%

60%


